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An analysis of a nonlinear control system that was used to track the natural frequen
a MEMS resonator is presented in this paper. A phase-locked loop system is used to
the natural frequency of the resonator due to fatigue of the spring element. A mod
the control system is established and the system behavior is analyzed using an ave
method. The analysis provides a quantitative criterion for selecting the control gai
achieve stability. Simulation results are shown to be in agreement with the theore
analysis. Tracking accuracy under the presence of Brownian noise and capacitive po
sensing noise is also analyzed by using a variance propagation equation for the non
dynamic system utilizing a first-order Taylor series approximation. The theoretically
mated resolution is also found to be in good agreement with simulation results.
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1 Introduction
Natural frequency tracking is a frequently encountered task

controling microelectromechanical system~MEMS! devices. For
example, vibratory rate sensors, such as MEMS gyroscopes,
be excited at their natural frequencies, which often shift due
temperature sensitivity. Of particular significance is the capab
to track the natural frequency decay of an oscillating MEMS
vice due to the decrease of the stiffness of spring elements re
ing mainly from fatigue damage. As in macroscopic mechan
devices, fatigue is also an important phenomenon in minia
devices like MEMS resonators. Understanding of the fatig
mechanism of MEMS structural materials is of great importan
in reliability analysis of MEMS devices and influences microm
chine operation and robustness. However, fatigue damage a
microscale has attracted the attention of researchers only rece

To investigate fatigue under cyclic loading in MEMS devices
two-layer polycrystalline silicon resonator@1#, such as that shown
in Fig. 1, was fabricated using the MUMPS process@2#. The
beams in the middle of the device, attached to an anchor a
rotating ring, are the test samples~fatigue specimens!. These flex-
ure beams bend when the shutters~i.e., the moving elements o
the resonator! of the comb drives rotate, and function as the s
pension of the resonator. The comb drives are divided into
groups, marked byA andB in Fig. 1, respectively, and the com
drives in each group are electrically connected via the two ri
around the device. GroupA of the comb drives is used to genera
electrostatic forces that excite the resonator, while groupB is used
to sense the position of the shutter by measuring the capacit
change caused by displacement.

Tracking the natural frequency during fatigue testing is cruc
for the following reasons:

1. Large strains in the test samples can only be achieve
resonance. The MEMS resonators are lightly damped
have high quality factorsQ (;100 in air and in the range o
104– 105 in vacuum!. Thus, the large displacements need
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to produce sufficient deformation can only be achieved
resonance, i.e., at a frequency very close to the natural
quency of a lightly damped system.

2. The natural frequency decay is used to determine the cha
of the stiffness of the test samples due to the evolution
fatigue damage. During cyclic loading, grains in the te
samples may be damaged, causing the effective stiffnes
decrease, and, in turn, the natural frequency of the reson
to decay. Therefore, the characteristics of the fatigue proc
can be studied by observing the evolution of the natu
frequency.

Phase-locked loops~PLLs! have been previously used to trac
the natural frequency of a vibrating resonator in MEMS fatig
testing experiments@3–5#. However, rigorous analysis of the sta
bility and performance of this control scheme has not been
ported in the literature. The principal objective of this study, the
fore, is to quantitatively analyze the stability and resolution of t
PLL control scheme. A fifth-order nonlinear dynamic model of t
entire system including the PLL, resonator, and driving and se
ing circuits is presented, and the nonlinear dynamic system
examined by developing a simplified~although still nonlinear!
system of dynamic equations. It is demonstrated that excitatio
the natural frequency yields a stable closed orbit of the origi
system, provided a certain criterion for the control gain is sa
fied. Simulation results for the original system that verify the v
lidity of the analysis are discussed, and the tracking accur
under the presence of Brownian noise and capacitive posi
sensing noise is interpreted in light of the obtained results. T
tracking resolution is estimated by approximating the nonlin
variance propagation equation by a first-order Taylor series.
natural frequency tracking resolution at steady state is obtaine
solving a Lyapunov equation.

2 Phase-Locked Loop and System Model
A PLL consists of three functional blocks: phase detector, c

troller, and voltage-controlled oscillator~VCO!, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The phase detector compares the phase difference bet
the reference and the output, and feeds the error signal, whic
proportional to the phase difference, to the controller. From t
error signal, the controller calculates the control voltage of
VCO, and the oscillating frequency of the VCO is an affine fun

ch
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tion of this control voltage in the operating range. Thus, with
proper design of the controller, the output of the PLL can track
reference signal in both frequency and phase. Details regar
the operating principles of PLL can be found in Ref.@6#.

For an analog PLL, a four-quadrant multiplier and a low-pa
filter are often used as the phase detector, as in the system o
study. The block diagram of the entire system is shown in Fig
The output of the PLL is first amplified and then fed to the drivin
combs of the resonator. The position of the resonator is meas
by capacitive sensing circuits. The phase difference between
measured position signal and the excitation signal, which is
output of the VCO, is compared by the phase detector. The con
voltage of the VCO is calculated by the controller from this pha
difference. The equations describing the behaviors of these fu
tional blocks are established next.

The resonator is modeled as a second-order spring-m
damper system with a dynamic behavior described by

ẍ1cẋ1vn
2x5F, (1)

wherex is the position,c is the normalized damping factor,vn is
the natural frequency, andF is the normalized driving force. The
driving force is an electrostatic force generated by the co
drives and can be derived from the electrical potential ene
stored in the capacitance of the comb drives. Assuming a para
plate model for the comb drive capacitance,C,

C5e
t l

d
, (2)

wheree is the permittivity,t is the thickness of the comb fingers
l is the overlap length of the fingers, andd is the width of the gap
between fingers, the electrical potential energy stored in the
pacitance,U, can be written as

U5
1

2
CV25

et l

2d
V2, (3)

whereV is the voltage applied across the comb fingers. For late
comb drives used in this study, the electrostatic force,F, is ob-
tained as

F52
]U

] l
52

et

2d
V2, (4)

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy image of a polycrystal-
line silicon MEMS resonator used for fatigue testing.
600 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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i.e., the electrostatic force is proportional to the voltage squar
The applied voltage usually consists of two components—a
bias voltageVbias and an AC driving voltageVdr cosvt. Thus, the
squared voltage is given by

V25~Vbias1Vdr cosvt !25Vbias
2 12VbiasVdr cosvt1Vdr

2 cos2vt.
(5)

The first term of Eq.~5! is a constant and does not contribute
the oscillating driving force. Since the amplitude of the AC dri
ing voltage is chosen to be much smaller than the bias voltage
third term of Eq.~5! is much smaller than the second term and c
be neglected. Therefore, under proper bias, the driving force
approximately proportional to the AC driving voltage, which
the amplified VCO output.

The driving force can be written as

F5A cosu, (6)

where cosu is the output of the VCO,u is the instantaneous phase
and A is the amplitude of the force, which is the product of th
gain of the driving amplifier and the hardware gain~from voltage
to force! of the comb drives.

From the architecture of the VCO, the instantaneous frequen
v, is an affine function of the control voltage,z, and is written as

vª u̇5v01KVCOz, (7)

where v0 is the free oscillation frequency. The instantaneo
phase of the VCO is thus the integral of the instantaneo
frequency

u5E
0

t

~v01KVCOz!dt. (8)

The control voltage of the VCO is calculated from the output
the phase detector,y, by an integral controller,

z5KIE
0

t

ydt,

i.e.,

ż5KIy, (9)

where KI is the integral control gain. The output of the pha
detector is the product of the measured position signal,KGx, and
the VCO output, cosu, filtered by a low-pass filter, i.e.,

ẏ5l~KGx cosu2y!, (10)

Fig. 2 Block diagram of a phase-locked loop.

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the natural frequency tracking system
for a MEMS resonator.
Transactions of the ASME
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where KG is the gauge factor~from position to voltage! of the
sensing combs and circuits, andl is the corner frequency of the
low-pass filter. Substituting Eq.~10! into Eq. ~9! yields

ż5KIy. (11)

In summary, the entire closed PLL natural frequency track
system, shown in Fig. 3, is described by Eqs.~12!–~15!:

ẍ1cẋ1vn
2x5A cosu, (12)

u̇5v01KVCOz, (13)

ż5KIy, (14)

ẏ5l~KGx cosu2y!. (15)

3 Analysis Using the Method of Averaging
In order to analyze the transient behavior of the system,

position of the resonator is defined as

xªa~ t !cos@u~ t !1f~ t !#, (16)

wherea(t) is the amplitude, andu(t)1f(t) is the instantaneous
phase of the resonator position signal, respectively. Since the
stantaneous phase of the VCO is equal tou, the phase difference
between the VCO output and the shutter position is equal tof.
Differentiating Eq.~16! with respect to time gives the velocity

ẋ52au̇ sin~u1f!1ȧ cos~u1f!2aḟ sin~u1f!. (17)

One of the equations used to determinea and f is obtained by
assuming that the sum of the last two terms can be set equ
zero:

ȧ cos~u1f!2aḟ sin~u1f![0. (18)

Thus, the velocity equation becomes

ẋ52au̇ sin~u1f!. (19)

The acceleration is obtained by differentiating Eq.~19! with re-
spect to time,

ẍ52~ ȧu̇1aü !sin~u1f!2au̇~ u̇1ḟ !cos~u1f!. (20)

Substituting Eqs.~16!, ~19!, and~20! into Eq. ~12! yields

2~ ȧu̇1aü1cau̇ !sin~u1f!2a~ u̇22vn
21 u̇ḟ !cos~u1f!

5A cosu. (21)

Left-multiplying

F u̇ cos~u1f! 2sin~u1f!

u̇ sin~u1f! cos~u1f!
G ,

which is nonsingular when a trivial condition,u̇Þ0, is satisfied,
with

F ~18!

~21!G
yields

a~ u̇22vn
2!sin~u1f!cos~u1f!1ȧu̇1~aü1cau̇ !sin2~u1f!

52A sin~u1f!cosu, (22)

2~aü1cau̇ !sin~u1f!cos~u1f!2au̇ḟ

2a~ u̇22vn
2!cos2~u1f!5A cos~u1f!cosu. (23)

From Eqs.~13! and ~14!,

ü5KVCOż5KVCOKIy. (24)
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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By substituting Eqs.~24! and ~13! into Eqs.~22! and ~23!, reor-
dering terms, and including Eqs.~14! and ~15! yields

ȧ52
1

v01KVCOz HA sin~u1f!cosu

1a@KVCOKIy1c~v01KVCOz!#sin2~u1f!

1a@~v01KVCOz!22vn
2#sin~u1f!cos~u1f!J , (25)

ḟ52
1

v01KVCOz H A

a
cos~u1f!cosu

1@KVCOKIy1c~v01KVCOz!#sin~u1f!cos~u1f!

1@~v01KVCOz!22vn
2#cos2~u1f!J , (26)

ż5KIy, (27)

ẏ5l@KGa cos~u1f!cosu2y#. (28)

It should be noted that Eqs.~25!–~28! are the exact differentia
equations describing the evolution of the amplitude and phas
the resonator position, as well as that of the internal states of
low-pass filter and controller. However, these equations are d
cult to analyze because they are substantially non-autonom
The dynamics of the instantaneous phase,u ~Eq. ~8!!, is a pure
integrator. Noting that within a short period of time the variatio
of v01KVCOz is small, the dynamics of the instantaneous pha
can be neglected, and it can be regarded as an independent
able, referred to asnormalized time. Thus, the vector field of the
differential equations~25!–~28! can be regarded as an explic
function of time.

As noted before,u evolves much faster than the other variable
such asa, f, z, andy, and functions sin(u1f) and cos(u1f) are
almost periodic. Within a period of these sinusoidal functio
variables other thanu change very little. Hence, it is possible t
apply the averaging method@7,8# to the non-autonomous system
described by Eqs.~25!–~28! and approximate it by an autonomou
system. M’Closkey and Vakakis@9# investigated an automatic
gain control loop, which is used to maintain the oscillation amp
tude constant for a microgyroscope, by using the method of a
aging. For the single-oscillator simulation case, the averaged
full dynamics were found to be in excellent agreement. A tw
oscillator case with small coupling of the sense axis rock
modes was also analyzed, and the effect of coupling on the op
tion of the automatic gain control loop was shown to be neg
gible.

As pointed out earlier,u is regarded as an independent variab
and the differential equations~25!–~28! are averaged, with respec
to u, over the interval@2p,p#. The averaged autonomous equ
tions are

aG 52
1

v01KVCOz̄ H A

2
sinf̄1

ā

2
@KVCOKI ȳ1c~v01KVCOz̄!#J ,

(29)

fG 52
1

v01KVCOz̄ H A

2ā
cosf̄1

1

2
@~v01KVCOz̄!22vn

2#J ,

(30)

zG5KI ȳ, (31)

yG 5lS KG

2
ā cosf̄2 ȳD , (32)

where the bars denote averaged variables. These differential e
tions describe approximately how the displacement amplitude
phase evolve with time. Although still nonlinear, Eqs.~29!–~32!
are easier to analyze than Eqs.~25!–~28!.

Since amplitudea>0, the equilibrium of the averaged syste
described by Eqs.~29!–~32! is
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 601
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, f̄052

p

2
,

z̄05
vn2v0

KVCO
, ȳ050,

while the oscillating frequency of the resonator and that of
VCO at this equilibrium,u̇5vn , is the natural frequency of the
resonator.

The Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear dynamic system of E
~29!–~32! at equilibrium is

¹ f ~ ā0 ,f̄0 ,z̄0 ,ȳ0!53
2

c

2
0 2

AKVCO

2vn
2 2

AKVCOKI

2cvn
2

0 2
c

2
2KVCO 0

0 0 0 KI

0
AlKG

2cvn
0 2l

4 ,

(33)
and its characteristic equation is

S g1
c

2D Fg31S l1
c

2Dg21
lc

2
g1

AlKGKVCOKI

2cvn
G50, (34)

whereg is the variable of the characteristic equation. All the e
genvalues of the linearized averaged system are asymptotic
stable, if and only if the product of the inner two coefficients
larger than that of the outer two coefficients, i.e.,

cS l1
c

2D.
AKGKVCOKI

cvn
. (35)

Fig. 4 The excitation frequency tracks the natural frequency
when K IÄ20Ë23.4ÄK I0 .

Table 1 Numerical values of the parameters used in the
simulation

Parameter Value

A 100 N/kg
KG 13106 V/m

KVCO 13104 Hz/V
l 628 rad/s
c 628 1/s

vn 6.283104 rad/s
602 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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Based on the indirect method of Lyapunov, it is concluded that
equilibrium of the nonlinear averaged system is asymptotica
stable within a neighborhood if and only if Eq.~35! is satisfied.
For the original exact differential equations, this means that
solution of oscillation at the resonator’s natural frequency is sta
and attractive, i.e., for some initial excitation at a frequency with
a certain range around the resonator’s natural frequency, the
control system will adjust the excitation frequency to the natu
frequency. Equation~35! provides a criterion for selecting the in
tegral control gain,KI , according to other parameters of the sy
tem, such as the hardware gains,KVCO , KG andA, and the damp-
ing factor,c.

4 Simulation Results
The validity of stability criterion~35! was verified by simulat-

ing the original exact nonlinear differential equations~12!–~15!
for different values ofKI . The numerical values of the paramete
used in the simulation are listed in Table I. For these values,
critical value of the integral control gain,KI0, is found to be equal
to 23.4. Figures 4 and 5 show how the excitation frequency tra
the natural frequency withKI520 and KI510, respectively,
which are both less thanKI0 , i.e., the stability criterion~35! is
satisfied, while Fig. 6 shows the unstable behavior of the exc
tion frequency whenKI525.KI0 . These simulation results dem
onstrate the validity of the derived criterion for selecting the in
gral control gain.

Tracking the decaying natural frequency due to fatigue of
spring elements of the resonator was also simulated. It was
sumed that the natural frequency decreases exponentially,
vn5vn0e2at, with a decay ratea50.01. A rapid decrease of the
natural frequency due to a sudden grain failure is also possi
Figure 7 shows how the excitation frequency tracks the decay
natural frequency forKI510. It should be noted that this deca
rate is actually much faster than what is expected in fatigue
periments. Preliminary test results have shown that the reso
frequency of a two-beam polysilicon microstructure, such as t
shown in Fig. 1~50 mm beam length with 432 mm cross-section!
decreases by 0.2 kHz after oscillating at resonance with displa
ment amplitude of;3 mm for 60 h. It can be seen from Fig. 7
that the tracking performance, even for this fast decay, is satis
tory. This simulation result demonstrates the capability of the c
trol system to efficiently track the natural frequency decay in
tigue tests of polycrystalline silicon MEMS devices.

The nonlinearity in the stiffness of the resonator beams w
also considered in this study. At resonance, especially in vacu
involving a high quality factor, the oscillation amplitude of th

Fig. 5 The excitation frequency tracks the natural frequency
when K IÄ10Ë23.4ÄK I0 .
Transactions of the ASME
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MEMS resonator increases significantly, and a cubic nonlinea
in the stiffness of the suspension beams becomes more signifi
The second-order differential equation describing the dynamic
havior of the resonator is modified as

ẍ1cẋ1vn
2x1bvn

2x35A cosu, (36)

whereb is a coefficient reflecting the relative significance of th
cubic nonlinearity. In the simulation for the effect of the stiffne
nonlinearity on the control scheme, the quality factor,Q, was
increased from 100 to 1000. In correspondence, the normal
viscous damping coefficient,c, decreased from 628 s21 to
62.8 s21. Two different values of the coefficientb were used in
the simulations. First,b was selected such that at the maximu
displacement of the shutter, which is equal tox05QA/vn

2 , the
force from the cubic term of Eq.~36! is equal to 1% of the force
from the linear term, i.e.,

bvn
2x0

3

vn
2x0

50.01.

The simulation result for integral control gainKI50.1 is shown in
Fig. 8. Figure 8a demonstrates that the PLL controller is still ab
to bring the excitation frequency to the new resonant freque

Fig. 6 The excitation frequency oscillates about the natural
frequency when K IÄ25Ì23.4ÄK I0 .

Fig. 7 The excitation frequency tracks the decay of the reso-
nator natural frequency „K IÄ10….
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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that is higher than the nominal natural frequency determined
the linear spring due to the stiffening effect. However, unlike t
linear case, the controlled excitation frequency is not constant
shown in Fig. 8b. The excitation frequency possesses sm
ripples caused by the abrupt increase and decrease and the h
esis in the phase-frequency response of the nonlinear reson
However, the magnitude of the ripples is small and comparable
the resolution of the control scheme, analyzed in detail in
following section. Whenb is increased such that the force from
the cubic term of Eq.~36! is 5% of the force from the linear term
the control scheme fails to track the resonant frequency, as sh
in Fig. 9. The unstable behavior of the controlled excitation fr
quency is a result of the increased hysteresis loop in the ph
frequency response due to the increased nonlinearity.

5 Tracking Resolution
The existence of noise in a control system often degrades

performance and limits its tracking resolution. In MEMS contr
systems, there are generally two kinds of noise that have to
considered in the analysis of the tracking resolution:a) Brownian
noise, which can be modeled as an additive random force wit
white spectrum acting on the MEMS resonator, andb) thermal
noise in the capacitive position sensing circuits, which is an ad
tive random current in the circuits and can be transformed equ
lently as a random position added to the real shutter positi
These two kinds of noise are related to the random thermal vib

Fig. 8 The response of the excitation frequency for a cubic
nonlinear resonator with 1% cubic force „K IÄ0.1…: a… Overall
response, and b… detail at steady state.
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 603
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tion of particles in materials, such as atoms and electrons,
cannot be eliminated if the operating temperature is above 0
The power spectral density~PSD! of Brownian noise@10#, Sb , is
given by

Sb54
kBTc

m
, (37)

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the absolute tempera
ture,c is the normalized viscous damping coefficient, andm is the
mass of the shutter. The PSD of Brownian noise is a squa
normalized force per unit frequency, with units of N2/kg2 Hz. The
PSD of the displacement equivalence of the thermal noise@11# in
the present capacitive position sensing circuits,Sp , is given by

Sp54kBTS 2C01Cp

2V0

dC

du
D 2

Rwire , (38)

whereC0 is the nominal sensing capacitance,Cp is the parasitic
capacitance,Rwire is the wiring resistance, andV0 is the sensing
voltage. The PSD of the position sensing noise is a squared
placement per unit frequency, with units of m2/Hz. These distur-
bances limit the achievable tracking accuracy of the control s
tem. The significance of this noise on the tracking effectivenes
the control system is analyzed in this section. The resolution
several MEMS gyroscopes has been investigated in Ref.@12# us-
ing these techniques.

Considering the presence of Brownian noise and position se
ing noise, differential equations~25!–~28!, which govern the con-
trol system behavior, were modified as follows:

ȧ52
1

v01KVCOz HA sin~u1f!cosu1nb sin~u1f!

1a@KVCOKIy1c~v01KVCOz!#sin2~u1f!

1a@~v01KVCOz!22vn
2#sin~u1f!cos~u1f!J , (39)

ḟ52
1

v01KVCOz H A

a
cos~u1f!cosu1

nb

a
cos~u1f!

1@KVCOKIy1c~v01KVCOz!#sin~u1f!cos~u1f!

1@~v01KVCOz!22vn
2#cos2~u1f!J , (40)

Fig. 9 The response of the excitation frequency for a cubic
nonlinear resonator with 5% cubic force „K IÄ0.1….
604 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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ż5KIy, (41)

ẏ5l@KA~a cos~u1f!1np!cosu2y#, (42)

wherenb andnp represent Brownian and position sensing noi
respectively, and are white Gaussian noises with mean va
equal to 0 and variancessb

2 andsp
2 , respectively. To simplify the

notation in the following analysis, the above equations are writ
in vector form:

ẋ5 f ~x!1g~x!n, (43)

where

x5F a
f
z
y
G , g~x!53

2
sin~u1f!

v01KVCOz
0

2
cos~u1f!

a~v01KVCOz!
0

0 0

0 lKA cosu

4 ,

n5Fnb

np
G ,

and f (x):R3S13R2°R3S13R2, whereS1 is the unit circle, is
a vector field.

Taking expected values at both sides of Eq.~43!,

xȮ5 f ~x!1g~x!n, (44)

where (• ) denotes expected value. The approximate expec
values of nonlinear functionsf (x) andg(x) are obtained by using
Taylor series expansion atx:

f ~x!5 f ~xO !1¹ f ux5xO~x2xO !1O~~x2xO !T~x2xO !!' f ~xO !,
(45)

and

g~x!n5@g~xO !1¹gux5xO~x2xO !1O~~x2xO !T~x2xO !!#n'0.
(46)

Hence, using the first-order approximation off (x) andg(x), Eq.
~45! is simplified as

xȮ5 f ~xO !, (47)

which is exactly in the same form as Eqs.~25!–~28!. Denoting the
averaged functions and variables by (•̄ ), the averaged expecte
differential equations can be written as

xOG5 f̄ ~xŌ !, (48)

which is of the same form as Eqs.~29!–~32!. Hence, it can be
concluded that the averaged expected values of the state vari
behave as the averaged state variables in Section 3 without
sidering the noise.

In order to obtain the tracking resolution, it is necessary
examine the variance propagation of the state variables and
variance of the excitation frequency,

sv
2 5~v2vI !25v22vI 25KVCO

2 ~z22zI2!5KVCO
2 sz

2 . (49)

The covariance matrix of the state variablesx is given by

P5~x2xO !~x2xO !T5xxT2xOxOT, (50)

and the time derivative is given by

Ṗ5
d

dt
~xxT2xOxOT!

5 f ~x!xT1xf ~x!T1g~x!Sg~x!T2 f ~x!xOT2xI f ~x!T, (51)

whereS5diag$sb
2 ,sp

2%.
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Using Taylor series expansions forf (x) andg(x) at x and tak-
ing the first-order approximation yields

xf ~x!T1 f ~x!xT'xO f ~x!T1 f ~x!xOT1P¹ f ~xO !T1¹ f ~xO !P,
(52)

and

g~x!Sg~x!T'g~xO !Sg~xO !T. (53)

Let A5¹ f (x), then the covariance propagation equation~51! is
approximated as

Ṗ5PAI T1AI P1g~xO !Sg~xO !T. (54)

Applying averaging to this covariance propagation equation yie

Ṗ5PAĪ T1AĪ P1g~xO !Sg~xO !T, (55)

whereAĪ is the same as the matrix given by Eq.~33!, and

g~xO !Sg~xO !T

53
sb

2

2~v01KVCOz̄!2 0 0 0

0
sb

2

2ā2~v01KVCOz̄!2 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0
sP

2l2KA
2

2

4
5..W̄. (56)

Thus, the approximated variance propagation equation is

Ṗ5PAĪ T1AĪ P1W̄. (57)

The covariance matrix at steady state is the solution to
Lyapunov equation

05PAĪ T1AĪ P1W̄. (58)

Using the values from the simulation and solving Eq.~58! nu-
merically, the covariance matrixP and, thus, the standard devia
tion of the excitation frequency can be obtained as

Fig. 10 The excitation frequency tracks the natural frequency
under the presence of Brownian and capacitive position sens-
ing noise „K IÄ20….
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
lds

the

-

sv5AKVCO
2 P~3,3!'28 rad/s, (59)

which corresponds to a standard deviation of;4 Hz in natural
frequency. This result is in good agreement with the simulat
shown in Fig. 10.

6 Conclusions
A phase-locked loop natural frequency tracking system fo

MEMS resonator was presented and the dynamic equations
scribing this system were analyzed using a method of averag
A criterion for selecting the control gain was established based
the analysis. The validity of the criterion and effectiveness of
control scheme were verified by simulation results obtained
the control gain satisfying or violating the stability criterion. Th
performance of the control scheme with a nonlinear resonator
also evaluated in light of simulation results. It was shown that
PLL controller effectively tracks the resonant frequency of a re
nator possessing a small cubic nonlinearity, but it fails when
nonlinearity increases further. In addition, the effect of noise
the robustness of the tracking system was considered. The so
of noise include the fundamental Brownian noise and therm
noise in the capacitive position sensing circuits. The tracking re
lution under the presence of these two kinds of noise was e
mated, and the resolution at steady state was obtained by so
a Lyapunov equation. Both the theoretical estimation and the
merical simulation demonstrated that a sufficiently high resolut
could be achieved for the present device. The control sche
described in this paper, together with the necessary driving
sensing circuits, will be implemented in the fatigue experiments
MEMS resonators. Results from these experiments will be p
sented in future publications.
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